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Low noise

Booster Compressor
Features：Oil Free

Structure Code：Z、V、W、S

SCOPE OF APPLICATION
The oil-free compressor is especially suitable for medical treatment, pharmaceuticals, food and beverage proThe oil-free compressor is especially suitable for medical treatment, pharmaceuticals, food and beverage pro-
cessing, post and telecommunications, electronic pneumatic instruments, high-grade spraying, powder and 
granular gas delivery, air stirring, film photosensitive'construction engineering, materials, laser cutting, Na-
tional defense departments and other departments that require high-quality oil-free compressed air. It is also 
widely used in oxygen production, nitrogen production, pressurized bottle filling, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, 
natural gas, laughing gas and other gas pressurization, nitrogen, chlorine, hexafluoride For the recovery of 
sulfur, oil and gas, etc., explosion-proof design and air compressor station design can also be made for users. 

Flow rate：unit Nm3/min(Oxygen, 
Nitrogen ,Sulfur hexafluoride Nm3h)

Double machine
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■OIL-FREE OXYGEN COMPRESSOR SERIES
All oil-free design, guide ring and piston ring are made of self-lubricating materials, 100% oil-free lubrica-
tion, bearing parts are lubricated with high temperature grease to avoid gas pollution during compression and 
ensure gas purity. The product is small and light. Convenient maintenance, no need to add lubricating oil, 
low maintenance cost.
Controlled by a microcomputer controller, it has alarm shutdown functions such as high compressor exhaust 

Discharge pressure: unit 105pa (bar)
Suction presure: unit 105pa (bar)

■Product Model Description 

■Cross-section View of Oil-free Compressor Structure
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■Product Model Description
  Reliable oil-free air is the foundation of phar  
      maceutical manufacturing and packaging

■Food Production
The oil-free air compressor does not add lu-
bricating oil, thus avoiding any oil vapor 
pollution to the food production line.

■Electronic Production 
The electronics industry relies 
on 100% stable, oil-free air to 
manufacture microchips and 
circuit boards.

■Medical Device Production
The oil-free air compressor provides a 
clean pressure source for the hospital's 
hyperbaric oxygen chamber and oxygen 
generator to avoid passive pollution to 
patients.

■Oxygen cylinder filling
Oil free oxygen cylinder filling booster. Fill-
ing the cylinder for oxygen generator. The 
maximun pressure is 20Mpa, It can replace 
the diaphragm comressor
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■OIL-FREE OXYGEN COMPRESSOR SERIES
All oil-free design, guide ring and piston ring are made of self-lubricating materials, 100% oil-free lubrica-
tion, bearing parts are lubricated with high temperature grease to avoid gas pollution during compression and 
ensure gas purity. The product is small and light. Convenient maintenance, no need to add lubricating oil, low 
maintenance cost.
Controlled by a microcomputer controller, it has alarm shutdown functions such as high compressor exhaust 
temperature, low intake pressure, high exhaust pressure, high automation level, and reliable compressor oper-
ation. Data-based remote display and remote control can be configured according to customer requirements
This series of compressors are widely used in hospital oxygen production centers, plateau car oxygen produc-
tion systems, and medical oxygen production related industries

     High Pressure Oil-free Oxygen     
           Cylinder Filler (Water Cooled)

►Application
The discharge pressure of this series of water-cooled 
compressors is generally 15-20Mpa (G), and the flow 
range is 20~100 Nm3/h. It is mainly used for filling 
and inverting bottles of high-pressure oxygen.

     Oil-Free Oxygen 
           Compressor

►Advantages
High efficiency, no leakage, long life, low noise;
Running time timer, maintenance monitoring, and 
reserved remote control interface;
The suction and exhaust ports are equipped with The suction and exhaust ports are equipped with 
buffer. The advanced control system is adopted to 
control the pressure of the suction and exhaust ports 
at the same time to avoid vacuuming.

     Silent Oil-Free Oxygen 
     Compressor

►Advantages
Equipped with a silent box, and effectively reduce 
the noise of the compressor,
It is suitable for places with requirements for It is suitable for places with requirements for 
noise.

     Oil-Free Oxygen Circulation 
           Compressor

►Advantages
The shaft head seal is sealed with a rotating magnetic The shaft head seal is sealed with a rotating magnetic 
fluid seal, matched with a closed oxygen circulation 
system.  Without leakage. Oxygen purity of 99.999%. 
Cabinet structure. Low noise. Convenient operation. 
Can be customized according to the actual process 
system.

     High Pressure Oil-free Oxygen  
     Cylinder Filler (Air Cooled)

►Application
The discharge pressure of this series of air-cooled The discharge pressure of this series of air-cooled 
compressors is generally 15-20Mpa (G), and the 
flow range is 5~50 Nm3/h. It is mainly used for 
filling and inverting cylinders of high-pressure 
oxygen.

     High Pressure Oil-free Oxygen     
           Cylinder Filler

►Application
The discharge pressure of this series of air-cooled The discharge pressure of this series of air-cooled 
compressors is generally 15-20Mpa (G), and the 
flow range is 1-5 Nm3/h. It is mainly used for filling 
and inverting high-pressure oxygen cylinders. Re-
placement  of  the diaphragm compressors.
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Oil Free Oxygen Compressor Technical Specification

Noiseless Oil Free Oxygen Compressor Technical Specification
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The inlet pressure of the oil-free oxygen compressor produced by our company can be between 0-0.8Mpa. The maxi-
mum discharge pressure can reach 20MPa. Appropriate models can be configured according to the specific require-
ments of users.

The inlet pressure of the noiseless oil-free oxygen compressor produced by our company can be between 
0-0.8Mpa. The maximum discharge pressure can reach 20MPa. Appropriate models can be configured 
according to the specific requirements of users.

High Pressure Oil-free Oxygen Cylinder Filler Technical Specification

*Marked type are water cooled.
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■SPECIAL OIL-FREE COMPRESSOR SERIES

     Laser cutting special combined oil -          
     free air compresso

►Advantages
Oil free compressor
Refrigration air dryer
Air storage tank
HIgh precision filter
Easy install and maintenanceEasy install and maintenance

     Noiseless oil-free air compressor

►Advantages
Beautiful appearance
Low noise
Easy operation
Apply to places with low noise requirement

     LBAPM series energy-saving permanent  
     magnetic variable  frequency oil-free     
     screw Air compressor

►advantages
Good power balance
Small vibration
Without “three waste” discharge
Isothermal compressionIsothermal compression
Without clearance volume
High compression efficiency

      Explosion-proof oil-free 
      air compressor

►Advantages
Explosion proof
Without electric sparks
Explosion proof level dDBT4
Customize the explosion proof levelCustomize the explosion proof level

     High pressure oil free air      
     booster

►Advantages
High discharge prssure to 20Mpa
PLC control unit
Real time monitor the prssure temperature
Operation time monitor
Easy maintanenceEasy maintanence
Multi unit operation

      Oil free air           
       Compressor

►Advantages
Low noise
Super clean discharge air, oil free
Easy operation
Easy installation and maintanenceEasy installation and maintanence
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Oil Free AirCompressor Technical Specification
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Noiseless Oil Free Air Compressor Technical Specification

Middle Pressure Oil Free Air Compressor Technical Specification
*Marked type are equiped with tank
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod t        
APM series energy-saving permanent  magnetic variable  frequency 
oil-free screw Air compressor Technical Specificationrailisis. 

*APM ：Permanent magnetic variable frequency      A:Aircooled  W:Water cooling

 Sulfur Hexafluoride Gas Compressor Technical Specification

Oil Free Nitrogen Gas Compressor Technical Specification


